
LEARN RUSSIAN 
ONLINE

www.enjoyrussian.online

Online Russian courses with native Russian teachers
Learning Russian can be enjoyable!

ABOUT THE «ENJOY RUSSIAN SCHOOL»

RUSSIAN SPEAKING CLUBS

We've been teaching Russian as a foreign 
language since 2004 and know exactly 
how to make Russian learning exciting, 
effective and motivating! Our principle 
is to help students improve their 
communicative skills in Russian, 
that's why the studying process is 
designed in a way that you start 
speaking Russian:

Result: overcome fears and language barrier

Have useful and fun discussions under the attentive guidance of the 
expert native-speaking teacher.

✓ 1 hour a week, every Wednesday
 Levels: from A1+ to B2✓
 5-10 students in a group✓
 Price: 6 euro/ 1 club✓

Join the speaking club:
Every Wednesday evening
Buy 10, get 2 for free

✓ Creative teaching methods;
 Lots of speaking practice with natives;✓
 Learning through games and discussions;✓
 Individual approach and constant feedback;✓
 Wide variety of online learning options.✓

Bestill til verdens laveste pris på:
https://www.languagecourse.net/no/skole-enjoy-russian-language-school-petrozavodsk
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LEARN RUSSIAN ONLINE

www.enjoyrussian.online

PRIVATE RUSSIAN COURSE

Study individually with a native speaker at a convenient schedule.

✓ Free trial lesson;
 From 18€ per lesson;✓
 Content is designed according to your wishes ✓

(to reach the next level, improve speaking and 
understanding of fluent speech, prepare 
for an exam, study specific topics such as Russian 
for business, for tourism, classic literature, etc.).

GROUP RUSSIAN COURSE

Result: Next level in Russian

If you are a team person looking for a structured course 
with the fixed timetable and are ready to move towards 
the next level step by step working on all language 
skills, this intensive course is right what you need:

✓ Timetable: 2 lessons * 90 minutes 
a week, plus around 3 hours 
a week for homework;

 Levels: from A0 ✓
(absolute beginners) to B1;

 5-7 students in a group;✓
 Learn at home, speak at ✓

the lesson;
 96€ per month ✓

(16 academic hours).
www.enjoyrussian.com

info@enjoyrussian.com
WhatsApp: +7(960)2138616
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